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severe forms of non-p-ulmonary tuberculosis is unquestioned.
In pulnmonary cases the' results have-been not discouraging,
but further investigation is necessary. The results of the
ultra-violet rays in child welfare, work fully justify the
expense and labour involved in providing this method of
treatment.

Hotusing.
The housing positioln in Scotland, as noted in the chapter

so entitled, has hitherto not been promising. The houses
necessary to meet normal requirements had been estimated
at 10,000 annually, yet between 1920 and 1925 this figure
had been touched in olle year onlv, with the result that
the deficit, so far from being reduced, was actually
increasing. In 1926, however, by the action of local
authorities and State-assisted private enterprise together,
12,474 new houses were completed. If to these be added
1,118 new steel houses and 1,338 new working-class houses
erected during the year by unassisted private persons, a
total of 14,930 niew houses is reached, beinig 10,000 to meet
current nieeds and 4,930 as the first effectual contribution
towards diminiishing the general shortage. It is thought
that the figures for 1927 will equal or exceed those of 1926,
and the Board- feels able to view the housing situation now
with more confidence than at any time since the State-
aided schemes begani. Of the 25,550 houses allocated to
Scotland under the 1919 Act all but 22 are finished. In
1927-28 tlie estimated Exchequer contribution to the loss
upon them is £969,000. Five improvement schemes -for
slum clearanee were confirimed during the year, and im-
provement schemes by Glasgow, Aberdeen, Fortwilliam,
and Kirkealdy were under consideration. Reference is
made to the need for regular inspection in the case of
rehoused slum-dwellers. Subletting appears to be prae-
tised among them to a regrettable extent, but the charge
against tenants that they use their baths as coal-bins is
not sustained by inquiry.

(To be coa itiue(l.)

MEDICAL CHARITIES AND THE WELL-TO-DO.
SiR,-In every large centre there are a few men in the

medical profession who would not miss a hundred guineas
a year. Are we not justified in askinig our more favoured
colleagues to help those who cannot help tllemselves? How-
ever gifted those members may be by nature, they owe
their flinancial position to membership of the profession and
partly to the backing of their professional brethren. We
ask them to help us with full confidence that they will.
Some of our members and dependants who are in receipt

of help are " down and out " through no fault of tlleir
own: ill health, sudden bereavement, war, and bad luck
generally. Could any better use be found for mon'ey which
can be spared?
We would also remind the rank antd file of the profession

that the state of the funds to-day is no credit to us, and is
a matter calling for prompt action by every Divisionial and
Branch Secretary, to ensure that every man in the Di-vision,
member or non-member, should be remlnd&1 of his duty to
his profession.

Cheques, which should be drawn in favour of the- B.M.A.
Charities Fund, will be gratefully received and promptly
acknowledged by the Medical Secretary, Dr.- Cox. Sub-
scriptions to this fund are distributed -t the established
medical charities after full consideration of the needs of
each.-We are, etc.,

JOHN LIVINGSTON,
Honorary Secretary, North Lancashire and

South Westmorland Branch.
LOItTON WILSON

Barrow, July 8th. Honorary Secretary, Furness Division.

THE RAY OF HOPE IN RADIOTHERAPY.
SIR,-To those of u.s who have made a personal study of

radium work, both operative and non-operative, in Paris,
Stockholm, and Brussels, the results wlichl are referred to
in your leading article, June 25th (p. 1150), oni utefine
cancer must necessarily he regarded as disappointing. In

view, however, of the fact that Heyman, among others,
can show better percent'ages .of- cures, it- follows that radium
itself as a therapeutic agent cannot be held responsible
for less promising statistics from elsewhere. Heyman's
statistics suggest that " inoperability " need no longer
always be regarded as synonymous: with " incurability."
Apart from his hopeful results in the realm of gyinaecology,
-one needs only to have -followed the work of Regaud in
general cancer work, of Guisez in oesophageal work, and
Neuman in rectal work to feel that we have in radium
inideed a very large ray of hope in the treatment of
cancer.-We are, etc.,

ARTHUR B. SMITH, M.B., F.R.C.S.E.,
SYDNEY M. SMITH, M.B., Ch.B.Ed.

London, W.1, July 11th.

ADRE1NALINE EFFECTS AT THE MENOPAUSE.
SIR,-The BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL for July 2nd

(p. 14) contains an ingenious theory on the causation of
"flusllinig " at the menopause by Dr. John H. Hannan.
He claims to have proved that the absence or deficiency of
the internal secretion of the ovaries at the menopause
allows an unrestrained action of the suprarenals, and in
coonsequence overaction of the sympathetic system with
flushinig as a result.
The fact that the " flushings " of the menopause pass

off within a few years, takeni with the certainty that, if
anything, the ovaries secrete still fess of their active
principle as time goes on, makes it quite evident that in'
itself this overaction of the adrenals will. not explain the
condition.
According to Dr. Hannan's theory the flushing is depen-

dent on the overaction of the adrenals, and hence it is
only possible to explain the cessation of this symptom by
assuming either that the ovaries increase their internal
secretion after the menopause, or that some other internal
secretion is produced after the ovaries are out of action,
and serves to counteract the adrenal overaction. The APt
possibility is absurd; for the second there is no proof.:
Hence there must be some other factor to account for the
"'fluishings" of the menopause.-I am, etc.,
Shrewsbury, July '4th. H. D. WYSE, M.B.Lond.

SIR,-Dr. Hannan, in his communication to the JOURNAL
(July 2nid, p. 14), remarks that the pregnant woman is
extremely tolerant to chloroform, and suggests that this
may be a result of increased ovarian activity.

I would liko to suggest another factor contributing to
this tolerance. Tlle ordinary patient about to undergo an
operation is in a state of relative sympatheticotonia. His
mental state is in most cases one of anxiety, and no doubt
a considerable secretion of adrenaline is taking place. On
comparing this witlh the state of mind of the parturient
woman, who welcomes the arrival of the anaesthetist with
a sigh of relief, believing that the worst of her troubles
are ov-er, one can understand that the suprarenals are no
longer stimulated by thL- emotion of fear, and the danger
of syncope becomes remote.-I am, etc.,

F-RANK BODMAN, M. B., M.R.C. S.
Clifton, Bristol,,:July 7th.

/DRUGS FOR SLEEPLESSNESS.
Si,-The fact that drugs of the barbitone series are

valuahle hypnotics canrnot be gainsaid, but their virtues'
should not blind us to their vices. There is no doubt that
miiany patienits who have been relieved by them do come to
rely on the drugs and are fearful of omitting them.

I have seen two patients, one semi-unconscious and the
other deeply comatose from overdose of barbitone. One,
a lady, was a definite addict and obtained supplies without
the knowledge of her family or of the doctor with whom
I saw her in consultation. I understand that in both
cases the habit was acquired as the result of doses quite
legitimately prescribed.
For this reason I always urge that the members of this

group be used with circumspection and that if a prescrip-
tion be given it should be marked "not to be repeated."-
1 am, etc.,
L,ndon, W.1, July 4th. P. HAMILL.
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